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An Asian man in [a white shirt], black pants, and carrying
a jug of water. He is walking forward to the camera.
input

yellow

blue

pink

purple

green

A woman in a yellow shirt, [a pair of gray pants] and a pair
of pink and white shoes. She has head inclined forward.
input

green

black

blue

pink

white

Figure 1: Samples of text guided person image synthesis. Given the reference images and the natural language descriptions,
our algorithm correspondingly generates pose and attribute transferred person images. As shown in the left, our algorithm
transfers the person pose based on ‘He is walking forward to the camera’, and also synthesizes shirts of various different
colors. Similarly for the right example.

Abstract
This paper presents a novel method to manipulate the
visual appearance (pose and attribute) of a person image
according to natural language descriptions. Our method
can be boiled down to two stages: 1) text guided pose generation and 2) visual appearance transferred image synthesis. In the first stage, our method infers a reasonable target
human pose based on the text. In the second stage, our
method synthesizes a realistic and appearance transferred
person image according to the text in conjunction with the
target pose. Our method extracts sufficient information from
the text and establishes a mapping between the image space
and the language space, making generating and editing images corresponding to the description possible. We conduct extensive experiments to reveal the effectiveness of our
method, as well as using the VQA Perceptual Score as a
metric for evaluating the method. It shows for the first time
that we can automatically edit the person image from the
natural language descriptions.

1. Introduction
Person images are produced in any time today due to the
popularization of visual capturing devices such as mobile
phones, wearable cameras, and surveillance systems. The
* Corresponding author

demand for a user-friendly algorithm to manipulate person
images is growing rapidly. In practice, people usually represent the concept about a person’s appearance and status
in a very flexible form, i.e., the natural languages. It is our
understanding that the guidance through text description for
generating and editing images is a friendly and convenient
way for person image synthesis.
In this paper, we propose a new task of editing a person
image according to natural language descriptions. Two examples of this task are shown in Fig. 1. Given an image of
a person, the goal is to transfer the visual appearance of the
person under the guidance of text description, while keeping the invariance of person identity. Specifically, the pose,
attributes (e.g., cloth color), and the other properties of the
identity are simultaneously edited to satisfy the description.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have offered a
solution to conditioned realistic image generation. The textto-image approaches [28, 22, 32, 30, 29] synthesize images
with given texts without the reference images, where the
semantic features extracted from texts are converted to the
visual representations to constitute the generated images.
However, most of these approaches only succeed in flower
or bird image generation. In regard to person editing, the
pose guided generation methods [18, 17, 5, 1] transfer the
person pose by taking the target pose as input to instruct the
generation process, while the editing of person image under the guidance of natural language descriptions has rarely
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Text: A man in a gray shirt, a pair of black pants and
a pair of white shoes. He is walking toward the left.

Pose Inference

Text
Stage I
Stage II

Pose and Attribute
Transfer
Input image

Figure 2: Simple illustration of our approach. In StageI, we infer a reasonable human pose from the natural language description. In Stage-II, our method takes the predicted pose, the reference image, and the text as input to
synthesize a pose and attribute transferred person image by
keeping the person identity.
been studied in the existing literature.
Motivated by these considerations, we propose a novel
text guided person image synthesis framework, which is
able to semantically edit the pose and the attributes of the
person in consistence with the text description while retaining the identity of the person. As shown in Fig. 2, our
method is comprised of two stage successively. The two
stages are both built upon the adversarial learning conditioned on the text description. Specifically, Stage-I is a
newly proposed pose inference network, in which a reasonable target pose is inferred from the text description as an
intermediate product to lay the foundation for the subsequent pose transferring. A set of basic poses is drawn from
the training dataset. The pose inference network first selects a basic pose with respect to the exact direction, and
then refines every joint in details to conform to the text description. By the pose inference network, the target pose
is guaranteed to model the shape and the layout of unique
body pose structure of a person.
Stage-II takes the predicted pose, the reference image,
and the text description as input to yield a realistic-look
pedestrian image by manipulating both the pose and the appearance of the reference image. A multi-modal learning
loss involved an attention mechanism is proposed to establish the link among different words in the text and the subregions in the image. Moreover, a novel attention upsampling module is developed in this stage for better combining
the pose feature and the semantic embedding. Compared
with the previous image editing methods, our model is able
to simultaneously manipulate multiple person attributes, enabling a more interactive and flexible approach to person
image synthesis.

The contribution of this paper is listed as follows. 1) We
propose a new task of manipulating person images based
on natural language descriptions, towards the goal of userfriendly image editing. 2) For the first time, we propose
a GAN-based pose inference network to generate the human pose according to the text description, to the best of
our knowledge. 3) We present a novel two-stage framework
for text guided person image synthesis, in which the modules of attention upsampling and multi-modal loss are introduced to establish semantic relationships among images,
poses, and natural language descriptions. 4) We propose
the VQA Perceptual Score to evaluate the correctness of attribute changes corresponding to specific body parts.

2. Related works
Deep generative models. In recent years, deep generative models including Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [6], Variational Auto-encoders (VAEs) [12], and
Autoregressive (AR) models [25] have attracted wide interests in the literature. The advances of generative models
also drive further studies on generating and translating images, including the image to image translation [8, 34, 2],
super-resolution [13, 20, 10], and the style transfer [31, 35,
9]. These techniques are of great importance for the computer vision research and with a plenty of applications.
Person image generation. Recent work has achieved impressive results in generating person images in the expected
poses. For instance, Ma et al. [18] propose Pose Guided
Person Image Generation (PG2 ) which initially generates a
coarse image and then refines the blurry result in an adversarial way. Balakrishnan et al. [1] present a modular generative network which separates a scene into various layers
and moves the body parts to the desired pose. Ma et al. [17]
use a disentangled representation of the image factors (foreground, background, and pose) to composite a novel person
image. Esser et al. [5] present a conditional U-Net shapeguided image generator based on VAE for person image
generation and transfer. It is desirable to edit and manipulate person images according to natural language descriptions.
Text conditioned generation. Reed et al. [22] first propose an end-to-end architecture based on conditional GANs
framework, which generates realistic 64 × 64 images for
birds and flowers from natural language descriptions. Their
follow-up work [23] is able to generate 128 × 128 images
by incorporating additional annotations of object parts. The
StackGAN [30, 29] is proposed to generate natural images
by utilizing a stacked structure consisting of multiple generators and discriminators to generate images of different
sizes. Tao et al. [28] employ the attention mechanism into
this problem into their solution, which is able to synthesize
images with fine-grained details from the text. Another line
of literature concentrates on editing images by natural language description. For instance, Dong et al. [4] manipulate
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A woman walking toward
the forward right side. She
is wearing black shorts, and
a white shirt, and carrying a
backpack.
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Figure 3: Stage-I: Text guided pose generator. We conclude the prior about poses in the training dataset as a series of basic
poses. We first predict the orientation of the pose from the text by the orientation selection net F o . Then, we train a single
generator G1 that learns to manipulate every joint in the pose for fine-grained details.
images semantically with text descriptions. Nam et al. [19]
enhance fine-grained details by learning disentangled visual
attributes from text-adaptive discriminator. However, most
of them only succeed in the flower or bird image generation. In this paper, we present a text guided person image
synthesis framework which can generate and edit the person
pose and attribute according to natural language text while
retaining the identity of the person.

3. Method
3.1. Problem Definition
Our goal is to simultaneously transfer the pose and the
appearance of a person in the reference image corresponding to the given text description.
Training data. For each person in the training dataset,
there is a tuple (x, x′ , p, t) containing the source (reference)
image x and the target image x′ of the same identity with a
different pose. p and t are the pose and the text description
of x′ , respectively.
Our pipeline. To tackle this challenging problem, we factorize it into two stages:
• Stage-I: We infer a reasonable pose based on the given
text t. (See Sec. 3.2)
• Stage-II: We generate a person image in which the
pose and the attribute details of that person are changed
according to target pose p and text t. (See Sec. 3.3)

Basic poses. Synthesizing a pose directly from the text is
difficult, as both the orientation and the other details (e.g.,
motions, posture) of a pose need to be considered. Following [21], we group the poses of all training images into K
clusters and compute the mean pose pbasic
of the i-th clusi
K
ter, forming a basic pose set {pbasic
}
(see
Fig. 3 for basic
i=1
i
poses, where we use K = 8 like [21]). We assume that the
basic poses orient toward all K different directions.
Pose inference. Given the text description t corresponding to the target image x′ , we take the output of the final hidden layer of LSTMs as the sentence representation
vector ϕt . We predict the orientation of the pose, o =
arg maxo F ori (ϕt ), o ∈ {1, ..., K}. F ori is the orientation
selection net implemented as fully-connected layers. The
basic pose pbasic
which matches the orientation o is selected
o
from the K basic poses.
We observe that verbs in the text can be vague in specifying the specific action of limbs. For example, the word
walking does not specify which leg to stride. The predicted
pose by a regression method could either be striding on both
legs or staying upright. Therefore, we train a single generator G1 that learns to adjust the details of the pose, formulated as G1 (pbasic
, ϕt ) → p̃. The discriminator D1 outputs
o
a probability that a pose is real conditioned on the text. D1
forces G1 to concern about posture details depicted by the
text consistent with the real pose. The adversarial loss of
discriminator D1 is defined as

3.2. Text Guided Pose Generator
In Stage-I, we propose a novel approach (see Fig. 3),
named text guided pose generator, to infer a reasonable
pedestrian pose satisfying the description.
We obtain the prior about poses in the training dataset as
the basic poses and manipulate joints in these poses. Generally, the direction of a target pose is first estimated based
on the description, then the target pose is generated in conjunction with detailed fine-tuning.

LD1 = − Ep∼Pr(p) [log D1 (p)]
− Ep̃∼Pr(p̃) [log(1 − D1 (p̃))]

(1)

And the adversarial loss of generator G1 is
, ϕt ))]
LG1 = −Et∼pdata [log D1 (G1 (pbasic
o

(2)

However, we find that only using the adversarial loss
makes the generated poses lack of pedestrian pose structure, as the values of pose heat-map are 1 merely within the
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A woman walking toward
the forward right side. She
is wearing black shorts, and
a white shirt, and carrying a
backpack.
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Figure 4: Stage-II: Pose and attribute transferred person image generator. It is a multi-modal learning scheme which
builds the link between modalities of image, text, and pose. In addition, we propose a basic attentional upsampling (AU)
module to better incorporate information of different modalities and spatial scales into image generation. The conjunction
symbol in the AU module means the concatenation operation.
radius while the rest are almost 0. Thus, we add a meansquare-error item, Lmse = kp̃ − pk2 , to the adversarial loss
of generator G1 , helping maintaining the unique structure.
The objective function of text guided pose generator is
finally formulated as
LStage-I = LG1 + λ1 Lmse + λ2 Lcls

(3)

Here, λ1 and λ2 are hyper-parameters for balancing the
three terms of Eq. (3). Lcls is the cross entropy between
the estimated orientation o and the real orientation oreal .

• The pose encoder [17] extracts the pose feature representations (s1 , s2 , ..., sm ) of different scales by taking
the target pose p̃ as input, similar to the image encoder,
si ∈ Rli ×hi ×wi .
Text-to-visual attention. We take the text feature matrix
e and the image feature map vi as input to calculate a dynamic text-to-visual attention which indicates the trend that
each word takes care of each local visual region when generating images. The text-to-visual attention at the i-th scale
is calculated as

3.3. Pose and Attribute Transferred Person Image
Generator

Fiattn (êi , v¯i ) = êi Softmax(ê⊤
i v¯i )

We have predicted the target pose p̃ based on the text t so
far. In Stage-II, our goal is to transfer the pose to the target
pose p̃ and edit the appearance (e.g., cloth color) according
to certain key words in description t. 1 To tackle this challenging problem, we propose a multi-task pose and attribute
transferred image generator, which is shown in Fig. 4.
Our multi-task person image synthesis framework is
built upon the encoder-decoder structure.

where the visual feature vi ∈ Rli ×hi ×wi is reshaped to v̄i ∈
Rli ×hi wi , and the text feature matrix e is converted to a
common semantic space êi by an embedding layer as êi =
Wi e, Wi ∈ Rli ×L .
Attentional upsampling. We propose a basic module,
named attentional upsampling (AU). The motivation is that
our pose and attribute transfer problem contains multiple
modalities of data (image, pose, and text). We apply this
module to better incorporate the text-to-visual attention features and the pose features at different scales. The pose features conduct the layout and the structure, while the textto-visual attentional features integrate attribute information
from words into visual representation. In our experiments,
we observe that the module is capable of transferring the
pose and the attribute appearance of a person in the source
image, while keeping the invariant identity of the source
image and the generated image.
Our attentional upsampling operates on the image feature maps and pose feature maps at the same scale (see
Fig. 4 Attentional Upsampling). To better retain information in the source image, the generators for image synthesizing and upsampling are weight-sharing, in which the fused
features of different scales correspond to lower resolution

• The image encoder extracts the image feature maps
(v1 , v2 , ..., vm ) of different scales by taking the source
image x as input. vi ∈ Rli ×hi ×wi , where li , hi , wi are
the dimension, height, and width of the feature map at
the i-th scale, i ∈ [1, ...m], m is the total number of
downsampling in the encoder.
• The text encoder is a bi-directional LSTM which extracts the text feature matrix e ∈ RL×N of text t.
L is the dimension of hidden states, N is the number of words. e is concatenated by the hidden states
(h1 , h2 , ..., hN ) corresponding to every word in t.
1 The attribute that we focus on mainly is the color of clothes in this
work, while in principle, our method can be easily extended to accommodating other attributes.
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(4)

to higher resolution, respectively. The total m attentive operations in the upsampling correspond to those in the downsampling.
By using Eq. (4), we calculate the text-to-visual attention at the i-th scale as zi = Fiattn (ê, v¯i ). Then, zi , si and
the previous upsampling result ui−1 are incorporated and
upsampled by
ui =

Multi-task person image generator. The total objective
function of our multi-task person image generator is defined
as
(9)
LStage-II = LG2 + γ1 L1 + γ2 LMS
where γ1 and γ2 are hyper-parameters. L1 is the L1 distance
between generated image x̃ and real image x′ , written as
L1 = k(x̃ − x′ ) ⊙ M k1

Fiup (zi , si , ui−1 )

(10)

(5)

For the smallest scale (i.e., i = 1), z1 and the pose
feature s1 are concatenated and upsampled as u1 =
F1up (z1 , s1 ). In such a recursive manner, the information
of all different scales is incorporated in the final attentional
upsampling result um . um is passed through a ConvNet to
output the generated image x̃. In practice, we implement
F up as ConvNets with a nearest neighbor upsampling.
Multimodal loss. The multimodal loss function helps to
establish the mapping between every word in the text and
regions of images at different scales. The multimodal loss
impose alignment among them for subsequently transferring appearance controlled by the text.
Similar to Eq. (4), the visual-to-text attention is calculated by
ci = vˆi Softmax(vˆi ⊤ e)
(6)

where M is the mask of the target pose [18]. We use three
conditional probabilities to improve the quality of the generated images. The adversarial loss for the generator G2 is
defined as
LG2 = −Ex̃∼Pr(x̃) [log D2 (x̃, e)] −Ex̃∼Pr(x̃) [log D2 (x̃, p)] +
|
{z
} |
{z
}
text conditional loss

pose conditional loss

−Ex̃∼Pr(x̃) [log D2 (x̃, e, p)]
{z
}
|

(11)

text and pose conditional loss

and the adversarial loss for the discriminator D2 is
LD2 = −Ex′ ∼pdata [log D2 (x′ , e)] − Ex̃∼Pr(x̃) [log(1 − D2 (x̃, e)] +
|
{z
}
text conditional loss

−Ex′ ∼pdata [log D2 (x′ , p)] − Ex̃∼Pr(x̃) [log(1 − D2 (x̃, p)] +
{z
}
|
pose conditional loss

−Ex′ ∼pdata [log D2 (x′ , e, p)] − Ex̃∼Pr(x̃) [log(1 − D2 (x̃, e, p)]
{z
}
|
text and pose conditional loss

The visual feature vi is first reshaped to v̄i ∈ Rli ×hi wi
and then converted to a common semantic space as v̂i =
Ui v̄i , Ui ∈ RL×li . ci ∈ RL×N , where the j-th column of ci
denotes the visual text attention for the j-th word at the i-th
scale.
Inspired by [28], we calculate the similarity between
the visual-to-text representation and the text feature matrix.
The multi-scale visual-to-text distance is
D(Q, T ) =

m
X
i=1

log

N
X

exp(r(cij , ej ))



I
X
i=1

3.4. VQA Perceptual Score
The evaluation metrics of GANs in the existing literature
are not specifically designed for the attribute transfer task.
Text: The man is wearing a [purple->black] shirt. He has
on [blue -> purple] shorts and sandals. He is walking
toward the forward left side.
Text

(7)

j=1

where Q refers to the image (query) and T refers to the
description. r(·, ·) is the cosine similarity between two vectors, m is the number of scales.
For a batch of our training pairs {(xi , ti )}Ii=1 , we calculate the multi-scale visual-to-text distance matrix Λ; the
element Λ(i,j) = D(xi , tj ). Following [28], the posterior
probability that the text ti matches with the image xi is calculated as P (ti |xi ) = Softmax(Λ)(i,i) . Similarly, the posterior that the image xi matches the text ti is P (xi |ti ) =
Softmax(Λ⊤ )(i,i) .
The multimodal similarity LMS measures the interaction
responses for the pairing of sentences and images in a batch
LMS = −

(12)

log P (ti |xi ) −

I
X
i=1

log P (xi |ti )

(8)

Pose and Attribute
Transfer

Questions

VQA

A1: Black. (√)
A2: Green. ( × )

Q1: What color is the man’s shirt?
Q2: What is the color of the man’s shorts?

Figure 5: Illustration of VQA perceptual Score. The accuracy of answers returned by the VQA model denotes the
attribute transfer correctness of generative models.
The Inception Score (IS) [24] measures the authenticity
of synthesis and Structural Similarity (SSIM) [26] measures
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the structural integrity of images. To this end, we propose a
novel metric, named VQA perceptual score, for the assessment of the attribute transfer correctness, i.e., whether the
attributes of a person in the generated images are in agreement with the text description.
We first generate images using the method we propose
by randomly changing the color adjectives of the clothes in
the text (10 colors are considered). Correspondingly, the
color word is recorded as the correct answer. Then a related question is automatically generated about the body
part (shirt, pants, etc.) and its color. We ask the VQA
model [11] with the question and the image. Finally, we
gather the responses from the VQA model and calculate the
accuracy, i.e., the VQA perceptual score. Assuming that T
is the number of images which receive all the correct answers from the VQA model, and that there are N images in
T
.
total, the VQA perceptual score is defined as N

1. Modified Semantic Image Synthesis (SIS) [4] (mSIS).
SIS uses a plain text encoder without our proposed attentional upsampling module. SIS only edits the attribute, but the pose is not involved. We append a pose
encoder to it for pose transfer. The generator synthesizes a new person image based on the encoded reference image feature and the conditional representations
of the target pose and the target text description.
2. Modified AttnGAN [28] (mAttnGAN). We add an
image encoder and a pose encoder to the original AttnGAN [28, 19]. Specifically, an additional
inception v3 network is adopted to establish the
link among different words in the text and the subregions in the image.
3. Modified PG2 [18] (mPG2 ). Pose guided person image
generation (PG2 ) only generates the pose transferred
person image. In this baseline, we append a text encoder for attribute transfer. Our multi-task problem is
separated into two single-task problems, in which the
pose transferred image is first synthesized and then the
image is edited according to the text description step
by step.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
CUHK-PEDES dataset [14] is the only caption-annotated
pedestrian image dataset as far as we know.
The
dataset contains 40,206 images of 13,003 persons
collected from five person re-identification datasets,
CUHK03 [16], Market-1501 [33], SSM [27], VIPER [7],
and CUHK01 [15]. Each image in the dataset is annotated
with descriptions by crowd-sourcing.
In order to train the text guided pose generator, we add
some phrases which describe the orientation, since the original descriptions rarely contain the information. An orientation phrase is an important guidance because otherwise the
orientation in the generated image can be arbitrary and randomly different when lacking the orientation information.
This may bring troubles to both the model training and testing.
For each image, a short phrase is appended according
to the result of the clustering mentioned in Sec. 3.2. Every phrase corresponds to one of the K = 8 basic orientations. We have manually checked the phrases to ensure a
high quality dataset.
Following [18], the identities of training set and testing
set are exclusive. All images in the dataset are resized to
128 × 64. In the training set, we have 149,049 pairs each of
which is composed of two images of the same identity but
different poses. We have 63,878 pairs in the testing set.

4.2. Comparison with Baselines
As there is no existing work exactly comparable with this
work, we implement four different baselines with appropriate modifications to make them comparable with our model
as follows.2
2 We do not use any extra pre-trained models in our framework, such
that all the parameters in our model are trained from scratch, which is
different from [28].

4. Single attentional upsampling (SAU). It conducts only
m = 1 attentional upsampling module at the smallest
scale, serving as an ablation study for our complete
attentional upsampling modules.
Quantitative analysis.
Following [17], we use the
Inception Score (IS) [24] and the Structural Similarity
(SSIM) [26] to measure the quality of generated person images. We evaluate the IS on tasks of pose transfer (PT) and
pose and attribute transfer (P&AT). We only evaluate the
SSIM on PT, as the SSIM is calculated based on images’
mean and variance values which vary during attribute transferring.
We evaluate the four baselines and our method on metrics of IS and SSIM, as shown in Table 1. We can see that
mSIS, mAttnGAN, and mPG2 are the improved variants of
the existing methods while their IS and SSIM values are
lower than that of our model. It indicates that simply replenishing the rest procedure of the existing methods may
not be feasible for the challenging problem proposed in this
paper. SAU is better than the other baselines, while it is also
worse than our complete framework. It indicates that the attentional upsampling module proposed in this work enables
a robust learning of pose and attribute transferring.
VQA perceptual score. The VQA perceptual score of our
model and the baselines are shown in Table 2. mSIS gains
a relatively high score, while its generated images almost
lose the human structure which is intolerable for visual effects. The scores of mAttnGAN and mPG2 are relatively
low, confirming that a separate training of the two tasks is
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(a) The man walking with [the yellow shirt] is wearing dark colored shorts and
shoes. He is carrying a black messenger bag, and walking toward the right.
Source
image

Target
Target
image (GT) image (Ours) orange

brown

purple

green

(b) A man who is wearing [a white shirt], a pair of black pants and a pair of gray
shoes. He is going down the stairs and looking at the front.
Target
Source
Target
image image (GT) image (Ours) yellow

red

blue

pink

purple

green

(c) The man is wearing [a blue striped shirt] with different colors. He has on black
shorts and black shoes with white socks. He is walking toward the camera.

(d) The man is wearing [a red book bag] on his back and has on black jeans. He is
also wearing a grey long sleeved shirt. He is walking backward.

Source
image

Source
image

Target
Target
image (GT) image (Ours)

red

green

brown

yellow

black

Target
Target
image (GT) image (Ours) yellow

green

black

orange

purple

Figure 6: Four examples of text guided person image synthesis by our model. The first two columns are reference and target
images (i.e., ground truth (GT)) from the training set. The third column is the target image generated by our model. We
additionaly show that our model is capable of transferring attribute if we dedicate to changing the attribute (e.g., color) in the
description.
(a-1) A man in a wrinkled
[white -> purple] shirt a
pair of [black -> gray] pants
and a pair of gray shoes. He
is standing and facing
forward the left.

(a-2) A man in a wrinkled
[white -> purple] shirt a pair
of [black -> gray] pants and
a pair of gray shoes. He is
walking back of the camera
and looking down.

(b-1) She has on a shirt with
short sleeves that is [pink ->
white] on the top. She is in
[black -> purple] Capri
length pants, and walking
forward with head inclined.

(b-2) She has on a shirt with
short sleeves that is [pink ->
white] on the top. She is in
[black -> purple] Capri
length pants, and walking
toward the backward right.

(c-1) The woman is wearing (c-2) The woman is
a [white -> pink] top with a wearing a [white -> yellow]
[green -> black] skirt and top with a [green -> blue]
some tan wedges. She is skirt and some tan wedges.
facing away from the camera. She is walking toward the
right.

Figure 7: Interactive editing. By arbitrarily changing input words, our model can change a person to different poses for the
same reference image. Our model can also transfer different attributes in one image at the same time, indicating a flexible
and robust image generation procedure.
Model

SSIM (PT)

IS (PT)

IS (P&AT)

Model

mSIS
mAttnGAN
mPG2
SAU

0.239 ± .106
0.298 ± .126
0.273 ± .120
0.305 ± .121

3.707 ± .185
3.695 ± .110
3.473 ± .009
4.015 ± .009

3.790 ± .182
3.726 ± .123
3.486 ± .125
4.071 ± .149

mSIS
mAttnGAN
mPG2
SAU

0.275
0.139
0.110
0.205

Ours

0.334

Ours

0.364 ± .123

4.209 ± .165

4.218 ± .195

Table 2: VQA perceptual score (higher is better).

Table 1: The SSIM score for pose transfer, and the IS for
pose transfer and pose & attribute transfer (higher is better).
hard to achieve a balance between transfers of pose and attribute. Our model jointly addresses the two tasks with a
multi-scale module to achieve competititve results.

4.3. Qualitative Results
Fig. 6 shows that our Stage-II framework generates realistic person images based on the text description and the
predicted poses from Stage-I. In fact, the text guided image
synthesis can be regarded as a semi-supervised problem, as
there are only image-text pairs in the training dataset with-

VQA score

out ground-truth images corresponding to different text descriptions w.r.t the same identity. Nevertheless, by editing
the descriptive words of various pedestrian appearance parts
(e.g., shirt, pants), our model is able to accurately change
these parts in the image generation procedure. It indicates
that our model is able to capture sufficient information from
the text, while holding an effective control on the text.
Our two-stage based method can edit both the pose and
the attribute of the identity in the reference image by the
natural language description, which is an interactive editing
process for users. Fig. 7 shows the results of the predicted
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(a) The woman wears a  
 shirt with black pants and a black fanny
pack around her waist with black and white tennis shoes.

(b) The man has short dark hair and is wearing a bright 
  shirt over
white shorts that end just below the knee, dark, open heeled shoes and is carrying
a khaki back pack.

(c) Young Asian male wearing a light      polo shirt, gray ankle
length shorts, dark socks, and shoes. He is also wearing a dark backpack and
carrying an unknown item.

Source
image

Target
image (GT)

(a) A man wearing glasses is walking
toward the camera while wearing a grey
sweatshirt and light blue jeans.

(b) A man walks toward the left with arms
and legs extended while dressed in a
brown, polo shirt with white trim at the
collar and sleeves.

(c) The man walking backward is wearing
a light colored short sleeve shirt with beige
colored shorts.

(d) The man has a red and white striped
shirt, brown pants with a brown belt, and is
carrying a black briefcase, and facing to
the forward right.

Ground
Basic
truth (GT) pose

Coordinate
regression

Ours

Ground
truth (GT)

Basic
pose

Coordinate
regression

Ours

Figure 9: Qualitative comparison between our text guided
pose generator and the coordinate regression method. The
coordinate regression method may result in some distortions
of joints, and our text guided pose generator generates more
reasonable poses.
mSIS

mAttnGAN

mPG!

SAU

Ours

Figure 8: Qualitative comparison of our method and the
baselines. Our method generates more valid and vivid person images.
poses and the generated images. Our method enhances the
ability of the text for both the pose and the attribute interpolation. We can even change more than one word about
the color attribute in the text description, and the synthesis
is reasonable and correct corresponding to the text.
Fig. 8 shows a qualitative comparison of our method and
different baselines. In the experiment, we find that there is
a trade-off among identity invariance, pose transfer, and attribute transfer. For instance, mPG2 first changes the pose,
and then transfers the attribute of the person. However, the
better the pose changes, the more difficult mPG2 is to transfer the attribute. It is mainly because the distribution of the
optimal pose is different from the distribution of the optimal
attribute. This is also pointed out by [3] that the distinction
of learned distribution may hurt the learning of feature representations when generating images. It is worth mentioning that although SAU adopts a single attentional module,
its results are relatively better than those of the other baselines. However, SAU only integrates embedded features of
different modalities at the smallest scale. In the experiment,
we observe that this leads to more unreal attribute transfer.
Thus, we use m = 3 attentional upsampling in our complete framework. Intuitively, the multi-scale upsampling
module exploits receptive fields of different ranges to learn
visual-word mapping on diverse spatial scales so as to better generate more realistic details. (e.g., the woman’s pack
is preserved by our method in Fig. 8(a).)
Pose inference using GANs. Fig. 9 shows the selected ba-

sic poses and the inferred poses given text descriptions. The
inferred poses are largely different from the basic poses,
and our Stage-I model is able to concentrate on specific
key words in the text (e.g., walking, carrying) as these key
words imply large changes in the posture of specific body
parts (e.g., arms, legs). Our model learns to adjust these details so that the inferred poses are much closer to the real
ones, providing precise target poses for subsequent procedure of person image generation. We also implement a coordinate regression method as the baseline. As shown in
Fig. 9, the coordinate regression method may lead to the
distortion of some joints.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel two-stage pipeline to
manipulate the visual appearance (pose and attribute) of a
person image based on natural language descriptions. The
pipeline first learns to infer a reasonable target human pose
based on the description, and then synthesizes an appearance transferred person image according to the text in conjunction with the target pose. Extensive experiments show
that our method can interactively exert control over the process of person image generation by natural language descriptions.
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